For an implicit continuous-time system rrith arbitrary constant coefficients we derive necessary and sufficient conditions for solvabilíty of the associated free end-point linear-quadratic optimal control problem. In particular, this problem turns out to be solvable if and only if the underlyinq system is output stabilizable, as is the case for a stamiard system.
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Introduction and preliminaries.
Given the implicit continuous-time system Z: Let k denote the number of equations in (l.la) and let e-rank (E). All matrices involved are real-valued and constant. ile may, and hence will, assume that [E A B] is of full rorr rank. If E is invertible, then the solutions of (l.la) are
x(t) -exp(E'`At)xo t o1texp(E''A(t-s))E'iBu(r)dr (1.2) (x, e Rn arbítrary) and hence every x, is consistent, i.e., for -2every xo, (l.la) has a solution x with x(0') -x,. If E is not invertible, however, this need not be the case and inconsistent initial conditions may give rise to impulsive solutions of (l.la), see e.g. [12] , (2] . The most natural way to deal with such phenomena is the use of distributions [11] , as was done earlier in e.g. [2] . Instead of (1.1), we will consider its distributional interpretation: A distribution is impulsive-smooth if it can be decomposed In the sequel we will need several subspaces of interest. Let 
